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threads (or even pink tape) provided that we have enough silk
and that the elephant is asleep or drugged.

Will England awake in time from her stupor ? The danger
is less obvious than in 1940, but it is likewise deadly, and our
England that has given the world so much is rather elderly and
very tired. She may slip into sleep as the aged do so easily, or
she may swallow some neatly disguised narcotic, and wake to
find her freedom gone. Was my friend right this morning ? Is
it up to the doctors to take up the challenge of those that seek
to tamper with freedom ? Will the historians date the reversal
of Britain's unnatural trend to this year of grace when the
united medical profession, impervious to abuse and misrepre-
sentation, dared to say an absolute " No " to the threats and
blandishments of politicians. Our ancient profession bears an
enormous responsibility, but it is used to that. Perhaps this
is its finest hour.-1 am. etc..
.)rpington, Kent A. C. F. BREFACH

Northern Ireland Act
SIR,-I see very little correspondence about the Irish Health

Service Act in the Journal, which is streets ahead of the British
Act, with plenty of room for voluntary effort. The Act at first
rather closely resembled the English Act, but a lot of ham-
mering out in committee and by direct negotiation of the
friendliest type and about 400 amendments have been effected.
-Much hard work and thought have been put into the Act, and
it should work very well,. for the Ulster doctors are pleased
with it and will show every readiness to co-operate with the
Ministry for Health and the Government, who have shown
themselves to be reasonable and ready to compromise for the
common good. This too could have been done in England
had Mr. Bevan only been less headstrong and stubborn. He
is getting nowhere except deeper and deeper into the mire, and
the profession is rapidly getting out of the " slough of despond."
-I am, etc.,
'numemoi'th. S. ALEXANDER MONTGOMERY.

Retired G.P. Comments
SIR,-May a retired G.P. express an opinion ?
Surgeons should be paid a salary for hospital and operative

work according to their experience, technical judgment, and
ability-not easy but possible. All good surgeons hate fee-
snatching and its loathsome necessity.

Physicians should treat their patients as individuals and not
as robots in a State-controlled economy. This is the foundation
of the doctor-patient relationship and a psychological necessity.
Midwifery is a matter for unerring skill, patience, and

decision. Responsibility must lie with one doctor and with
one doctor only. A long apprenticeship should be served.
Apprentices should be numerous.

Gynaecologists: (1) operative-see Surgeons; (2) consulta-
tive-see Physicians.

Psychologists, if State-controlled and paid by the State, should
be confined to gaol as dangerous to the patient. Their approach
should be absolutely unbiased-and they know it.
Concentration on the supply of accommodation in hospitals

and adequate staffing is a paramount and urgent necessity,
and all connected with the medical profession know that it
can be done but that political considerations are hindering and
delaying progress. Payment is a minor consideration. With
inflation or deflation all standards will collapse. Cut the cackle.
-I am, etc.,

Oxford. A. W. D. COVENTON.

Mutual Consent
S1R,-It is by the toil of the doctors that this service must be

carried on. Unless care is taken confusion, frustration, and
discontent are going to be created, and the doctors, however
willing to give harmonious co-operation, will be the target of
the people's anger, because everyone will blame them for
attempting an impossible task. We must show the people by a
united demonstration that we wish to produce a constructive
health scheme, but this can only be done bit by bit. The time
is ripe for a big expansion on the principles of the National
Health Insurance Act, but definitely designed for health and
not only for the treatment of disease.

Real health (physical, mental, and spiritual) can only exist
where free will for all has full play, subject to the limits of social
needs. Flexibility and variety of choice are essential for this.
Administration may be a bit more difficult but more interesting
and allow for progress, not stagnation. Some of the millions
which were going to be spent should be used for hopeful experi-
ment and to assist young men to set up in practice. Progress
in healing means a deeper adjustment to the wants of human
nature. To lay foundations we must all give and take. Politi-
cians must realize that they may sometimes be mistaken. No
one must make party capital out of the situation, and all
political pressure such as the undemocratic demand for every-
one to join on July 5 on pain of losing their claim to compen-
sation should be withdrawn. This demand is significant of the
pressure which a Government can put on, and seriously inter-
feres with the free choice of many doctors. The ideal would
be to work out a scheme by mutual consent, freely given, of
both government and medical profession. Is this impossible
for such a great object ?-I am. etc.,
Letchworth, Herts NORMAN MACFADYEN

Pressure Points
SIR,-1 gather that some medical men have already bceer

approached by individuals on their panels inquiring whethey
they are opposing the Health Service Act or contemplating
refusal to serve under the scheme, because if so they propose
to change their doctor. It seems possible that this sort of
impudence may increase a good deal during the next fes
months on the principle that every little bit of extra pressure
helps to tilt the scale. May I suggest that the best way to deal
with it is to write to the clerk of the local insurance committee
forthwith asking him to remove the offender from one's list.
and to inform the latter that one is doing so.-I am, etc.,

Portsmouth E. W. Duwsp

Secret Ballot
SIR,-In your issue of Feb. 14 (p. 326) you report DI. S

Jeger's question in the House of Commons. The Minister is
asked whether he knew the B.M.A. plebiscite required doctors
to disclose their identity on the ballot papers and whether this
violation of voting secrecy, interpreted by many doctors as ar
attempt at intimidation, would justify him in seeking a more
accurate expression of medical opinion.

Surely Dr. Jeger realizes that when he casts his vote at a
General Election he discloses his identity to the poll clerk, that
the voting paper handed to him is numbered, that the numbeT
corresponds to the number on the counterfoil whereon particu
lars of his identity are recorded, and that precautions of this
kind are necessary to protect the ballot from any sort of
chicanery, impersonation, and the like. Is there any difference
in principle between this and the B.M.A. plebiscite ? Of all
the charges levelled against the B.M.A. that of intimidation iv
the most ridiculous.-I am, etc.,

Keighley. H. M. HOL1

SIR,-On Feb. 5 Dr. Jeger asked the Minister of Health
whether he knew that in the plebiscite of doctors held by the
B.M.A. each doctor was required to disclose his identity on the
ballot paper; and whether, in view of the fact that man)
doctors interpreted this violation of voting secrecy as an
attempt to intimidate individual doctors, he would take step,
to get a more accurate expression of the opinion of doctors
on the question of their co-operation in the new National
Health Service.

I should like to say that when I recorded my vote on the
ballot paper I had not the slightest feeling that the B.M.A. oi
any of my medical confrbres here would resort to intimidation
as a result of my vote. I felt in precisely the same matter-of-
fact state of mind as I feel when I fill in and sign a voting
paper sent to me at election times by my university. In this
plebiscite I am confident that no official of the B.M.A. knows
how I voted, neither do my medical confrdres in this locality.
The fact that I believe our local vote was unanimous is beside
the point.-I am, etc.,

Lancing. Sussex. CHARLES E. S. HARRYS
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